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GRI Marketing 
TREC #0556 | Provider #001 

Description 
GRI (Graduate REALTOR® Institute) is the mark of a real estate professional 
who has made the commitment to provide a high level of professional services 
by securing a strong educational foundation. 

Topics 

Day 1: Seller Services 
The seller services day includes comprehensive strategies for working with 
sellers, including prospecting, the difference between property value and 
property price, preparing and staging property, and marketing listings. It 
provides a thorough discussion of the listing agreement and addresses seller 
disclosure. Furthermore, it reviews best practices for listing appointments and 
presentations, covers price adjustments, relists, and relocation services. 

Day 2: Buyer Services 
The seller services day includes comprehensive strategies for working with 
sellers, including prospecting, the difference between property value and 
property price, preparing and staging property, and marketing listings. It 
provides a thorough discussion of the listing agreement and addresses seller 
disclosure. Furthermore, it reviews best practices for listing appointments and 
presentations, covers price adjustments, relists, and relocation services. 

Day 3: Real Estate Technology 
The technology portion of GRI marketing explores valuable technology tips 
for networking, building your business, connecting with clients, and 
enhancing your practice. It explores web strategies, trends, and tips, and 
specific NAR rules for web-based advertising. In addition, it discusses the 
benefits of CRM software, as well as Internet resources REALTORS® can 
use in their daily practice and incorporates social media as a tool that can be 
leveraged. Finally, it reviews TAR tech products and services available to 
members. 

Day 4: Environment & Green Building 
This day of GRI Marketing reviews environmental laws and addenda used in real 
estate transactions. It also examines environmental hazards and concerns relative to 
residential transactions. Further, it covers green loans and state and local initiatives, 
and uncovers green building trends and energy-efficient trends and practices that 
can help your clients. 

When 
July 14, 15, 21, & 22 
8:30 am - 5:00 pm 

Where 
Via Web

Price 
$325 | $295 Members 

SAE/CE Hours 
30 SAE hours 
10 CE hours 

Instructors 
Lori Solecki 
Kiersten Crawford 
Gary Nordling 
Marion Napoleon 

Designation Information 
REALTORS® are awarded the 
Graduate REALTOR® Institute 
(GRI) Designation upon 
successful completion of the three 
GRI courses: Brokerage, 
Contracts, and Marketing.  To 
learn more, visit 
texasrealestate.com/gri. 

https://www.mymetrotex.org/scripts/mgrqispi.dll?APPNAME=IMS&PRGNAME=IMSMemberLoginCookie&ARGUMENTS=-AGDAR&SessionType=N&ServiceName=REGE&ClassID=E071420
http://www.texasrealestate.com/gri
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